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A Class of Lattices with Mobius Function ± 1, 0 
CURTIS GREENE* 
We study the class of lattices generated by a family of intervals in a linear order. The results are 
used to derive several new methods for computing the Mobius function of the lattice of integer 
partitions, ordered by majorization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The explicit calculation of the Mobius function of a class of posets is often of special 
combinatorial interest. Among those posets for which the problem has been solved, there 
are several important instances where f.l.p takes on only the values ± 1, 0. These include, for 
example distributive lattices [11 ], face lattices ofconvex polytopes [12], partitions of integers 
ordered by majorization [2, 3], and the weak and strong Bruhat orders of Coxeter groups 
[6, 13, and see 14]. Borrowing a term from matrix theory, we will call a poset P totally 
unimodular if f.1.p{X, y) E { ± 1, 0} for all x :::::; yin P. 
In this paper we study a new family of totally unimodular posets: lattices of sets generated 
(under set-union) by a family of intervals in a linear order. These lattices are closely related 
to one of the examples mentioned above, namely the lattice&>. of partitions of an integer, 
ordered by majorization. Indeed this work was motivated by a desire to 'explain' why g.o" 
is totally unimodular, a fact which had been noted earlier by Bry1awski [2] and Bogart [3]. 
We give several new algorithms for calculating the Mobius function of g.o". Finally, we 
discuss the relation between our results and those of Andrews [1], Cohen [4], [5], and 
Remmel [10] in which partition identities are obtained by Mobius inversion over lattices 
generated by certain multisets of integers. 
We assume familiarity with the theory of Mobius functions as developed in [11] (or, for 
example [8]). 
2. LATTICES GENERATED BY INTERVALS 
Let g- = { /1 , / 2 , ••• , I.} be a family of nonempty subintervals of the interval [1, m]. 
Here [a, b] denotes the set of integers {a, a + 1, ... , b} Let !.f(g-) denote the lattice 
whose members are the unions of g-, including the empty set <1>, which is the zero element 
of !.f(g-). 
DEFINITION. An /-lattice is a lattice of sets of the form !.f(g-), for some family of intervals 
g-. 
2.1. THEOREM. !l'(g-) is a totally unimodular poset. In other words, f.l.(A, B) E { ± 1,0} 
for all pairs of sets A ~ B in !.f(g-). 
PRooF. If A ~ BE !.f(g-), the interval sublattice {XIA ~ X ~ B} is isomorphic to 
another !-lattice !l'(ff'), where g-' = g - A I~ ~ B}. Thus it suffices to prove the 
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theorem when A l/J. Furthermore, we can assume B = [1, m], throwing away unused 
elements if necessary. It is a well-known fact that the Mobius function /1(0, 1) of a lattice 
depends only on the join-sublattice of fi' generated by atoms. (This follows, for example, 
from the 'cross-cut' theorem in [11].) Thus we can ignore intervals which are not atoms of 
fi'(ff), and assume that ~ rJ Ik for all ~, IkE ff. If B is not the union of atoms, then 
Jl( l/J, B) = 0 by the cross-cut theorem. 
Suppose that the intervals / 1 , / 2 , ••• , In have been indexed so that their right (and hence 
left) endpoints are increasing. Let Xk = /1 u / 2 u · · · u /b with X 0 = l/J, and let 
flk = Jl(l/J, Xk). By Weisner's formula (see [11]), 
I Jl( l/J, X), (1) 
XE.'l'(3') 
Xulk~xk 
Xi'Xk 
for k ~ I. It is clear that X u Ik = Xk if and only if X = A} for some j ~ k. Indeed, 
A} u Ik = Xk if and only if j ~ k and ~ touches (i.e. abuts or overlaps) Ik. Hence if 
A} u Ik = Xb then x; u Ik = Xk for all i such that} ~ i < k. Hence (1) can be rewritten 
Jlk = - (Jlk-1 + Jlk-2 + · · · + flk-o(k)), (2) 
where 1X(I) = 1 and fork ~ 2, lk_ 1 , lk_ 2, ... , Ik-•(k) are the intervals in ff which touch 
Ik. [This defines the function 1X(k) implicitly.] Theorem 2.1 is now an immediate consequence 
of the following lemma: 
2.2. LEMMA. Let J11, J12 , ••• , Jln be a sequence of integers such that J11 ± 1, and such 
that 
flk = - (Jlk-1 + flk-2 + ... + flk-o(k)), k = 2, 3, ... ' n, 
where for each k, 1X(k) is an integer satisfying 1 ~ 1X(k) < k. Then 
Jlk E {±I, 0} k = 1, 2, ... , n. 
PRooF. It is not difficult to show that occurrences of± 1 in the sequence {Jlk} alternate 
in sign, and the lemma follows immediately, by induction. A less direct (but perhaps more 
interesting) argument consists of writing the recursion in matrix form, and observing that 
the coefficient matrix has the 'consecutive ones property' (see for example [7] for a definition). 
Hence the matrix is totally unimodular (all subdeterminants are ± 1, 0), and the lemma 
follows from Cramer's rule. 
EXAMPLE. We introduce a class of lattices which we will need to use later. Let fi'n,k 
denote the !-lattice generated by all of the k-element subintervals of[l, n]. For example, 2'5,2 
is illustrated in Figure 1. 
We will determine Jl::e. ~ (0, 1) as a function of nand k. Order the atoms of fi'nk , by their 
right endpoints, 
[12 ... k], [23 ... k + 1], ... , [n - k + 1 ... n] 
and define J11, J12 , ••• , Jln-k+ 1 as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then for each i ~ 2, 
Jli = - (Jli-1 + Jli-2 + ... + Jli-k), 
where 111 = - 1 and 111 = 0 for j ~ 0 by convention. Thus Jlk satisfies a linear recurrence 
with characteristic polynomial 1 + A. + · · · + A_k, and it follows that Jli is periodic 
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mod k + 1. One can easily check that the solution is 
- 1, if i =1 mod k + 1, 
Jl; = 1, if i =2 mod k + 1, (3) 
{ 
0, otherwise. 
The following special case will be needed later. 
2.3. CoROLLARY. Let fl!n.z denote the !-lattice generated by the 2-element subintervals of 
[1, n]. Then f.l(O, 1) = w(n), where for n ~ 2, 
1, if n =0 mod 3, 
w(n) 0, if n = 1 mod 3, (4) 
{ 
- 1, if n =2 mod 3. 
Thus f.l(O, 1) = - 1 for the lattice f/!5•2 , illustrated in Figure 1. 
3. THE LATTICE OF PARTITIONS OF n, ORDERED BY MAJORIZATION 
Let A = {A1 ~ Az ~ · · ·} and f.l = {Jl1 ~ f.lz ~ · · ·} be partitions of the integer n. Then 
A is said to majorize f.l if 
AI + Az + ... + A;~ f.lJ + f.lz + ... + f.l;, 
for all i. Let Y'n denote the poset consisting of all partitions of n, ordered by majorization. 
Figure 2 illustrates the Hasse diagram of .9'11 • Our goal in this section is to compute the 
Mobius function of .9". We need three elementary facts, whose proofs can be found, for 
example in [2] or [9]. 
1. .9" is a lattice. If A and Jl are elements of .9" with partial sum sequences (s1, s2 , •••) 
and (t1 , t2 , •• •), respectively, then A A Jl has partial sum sequence (min {s1 , tJ}, 
min {s2 , t2 }, •••) 
2 . .9" is self-dual, under the map which sends each partition A to its conjugate A*. 
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FIGURE 2. Hasse diagram of ill'11 . 
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3. If A. and r are elements of&", then A. covers r if and only if there exist indices i < j such 
that 
(a) r; = A; - I, rj = A.j + I, and rk = A.kfor k i= i,j, and 
(b) either j = i + I or A; = A.j + 2. 
In other words, elements covered by A. are obtained by 'lowering' a single cell in the 
Ferrers diagram of A. from position ito position} > i. Condition (b) excludes intermediate 
lowerings, and forces r to be a covering. 
DEFINITION. Denote by A.[a ~ b] by the partition obtained from A. by lowering a cell from 
Aa to Ab. 
In general, we do not assume that A.[a ~ b] represents a covering. When the notation 
A.[a ~ b] is used, it is implicitly assumed that the lowering is 'valid', i.e. 
Aa - 1 ~ Aa+ 1 ~ • • • ~ Ab-1 ~ Ab + 1. 
Note that the partial sums of A. and A.[a ~ b] agree except in the interval [a, b - I], where 
they differ by 1. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let() :( A. in&". Then the A -semilattice generated by the coat oms of[() 11 
is isomorphic to the dual of an /-lattice. 
PRooF. To each element A.[a ~ b] covered by A., associate the interval 
Ia,b = [a, b - I] s [1, m], where m equals the number of parts of A.. Thus Ia,b corresponds 
to the set of partial sums of A. which are decreased by I in A.[a~ b]. The meet of a collection 
of such coatoms is the partition obtained from A. by decreasing partial sums over the union 
of the corresponding intervals, by property (1) above. Thus meets of coatoms correspond 
to unions of intervals, and it is easy to see that this correspondence is a dual isomorphism. 
DEFINITION. Let us denote by 2'[(), A.] the !-lattice constructed in the proof of Lemma 
3.1. Even when() is the meet of coatoms in[(), A.], it need not be true that 2'[(), A.] is (dually) 
isomorphic to [(), A.]. For example, if A. = {4, 3, 2}, () = {3, 3, 2, I}, then [(), A.] has the 
following diagram: 
}.' (4,3,2} 
(4,3,1,1} 
(3,3,3} 
(4,2,2,1} 
8' (3,3,2,1) 
FIGURE 3. 
in which { 4, 2, 2, I} is not a meet of coatoms. 2'[(), A.] consists of the partitions { 4, 3, 2}, 
{3, 3, 3}, {4, 3, I, 1}, and {3, 3, 2, 1}. 
Nonetheless, the value of p,((), A.) depends only on 2'[(), A.]. Hence Theorem 2.1 and 
Lemma 3.1 imply the following result, originally obtained by Brylawski [2] and Bogart [3]: 
3.2. CoROLLARY. Let ():(A. in &". Then p,((), A.) E {±I, 0}. Moreover p,((), A) = 0 
unless the ith partial sums of() and A differ by at most I, for each i. 
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Next we derive an explicit formula for J.L((), A.). By Corollary 3.2, J.L((), A.) = 0 unless the 
partial sums of () and A. differ by at most 1. If the latter condition holds, then clearly 
() = A.[i1 ~ i1][i2 ~ }2 ] ••• [ik ~ id for some collection of pairwise disjoint intervals 
[i~> i1 ], [iz, iz], · · · , [ib Jd. 
3.3. LEMMA. If [i1, Jd, [i2 , } 2], ••• , [ib jk] is a collection of pairwise disjoint intervals, 
and() = A.[i1 ~ Jd[i2 ~ } 2] ... [ik ~ Jd, then 
J.L((), A) = TIk J.L(A[ia ~ Ja], A) 
a~! 
PRooF. The coatoms in the interval [(), A.] are those coverings of the form A.[a ~ b], 
where [a, b] ~ [ia, ial for some IX. Since the [ia, Ja]'s are disjoint, the lattice 2[(), A.] can be 
written as a direct product: 
2[(), A] = flk 2[A[ia ~ Ja], A]. 
a~! 
Since J.l is multiplicative over direct products [11], the lemma follows. 
As a matter of fact, the proof of Lemma 3.3 implies a factorization of J.l under somewhat 
weaker conditions, which we state as a corollary. 
3.4. CoROLLARY. Suppose that [i1, Jd, [i2 , j 2], ••• , [ik> ik] are intervals with the property 
that 
l[ia,Ja] n [ip,}p]l ~ 1, 
for allrx i= {3. Suppose further that if ia = ip = m, then either Am-I - 1 > Am or Am > 
Am+ 1 + 1. If A.[ia, ia] is a valid lowering for allrx, and 
k 
() = 1\ A[ia, Ja] 
a~! 
then 
J.L((), A) = TIk J.L(A[ia ~ Ja], A). 
IX= I 
Lemma 3.3 reduces the calculation of J.L((), A.) to the case when() is of the form A.[a ~ b]. 
The next theorem solves this problem explicitly. 
3.5. THEOREM. Suppose that () = A.[a ~ b]. Denote the distinct parts among 
A , Aa+I• ... , Ab-I by <1 > <2 > · · · > <m, and suppose that each 'k occurs ek times, 
1 ~ k ~ m. Also let <0 = oo, <m+ 1 = 0. Define a sequence J.lo, J.L1, ••• , J.lm recursively by 
the following rules: 
0 
1,J.lo = 
and 
- and 1,
-J.Lk-1 - J.lk-2 if 'k-1 = 'k = 'k+l + ek-1 = 
- and 1,
-J.Lk-1 if 'k-1 = 'k = 'k+l + ek-1 > 
J.lk -J.Lk-1 if 'k-1- ?: 'k > 'k+l + and ek = 1, (5) 
0 if 'k-1- + and ek > 1,?: 'k > 'k+l 
0 if 'k-1 > 't"k = 't"k+l +1.-
Then J.L((), A.) = J.lm· 
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PRooF. We compute the Mobius function Jl(O, 1) of the lattice 2[8, A.] as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. Let each atomic interval Ik correspond to a lowering, from either 
(A) the last occurrence of rk-t to the first occurrence of rk+t (if rk = rk+ 1 + 1), or 
(B) the last occurrence of rk to the first occurrence of rk+t (if rk > rk+ 1 + 1). 
We have chosen indices so that in each case, the lowering decreases partial sums through 
the last occurrence of rk. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, define 
xk = /lu/2u···u/k> 
and let Jlk = Jl(cl>, Xk). To evaluate Jlk using (1) it is necessary to determine which Xj's touch 
(i.e. abut or overlap) lk. But this is straightforward: 
(A) If rk = rk+t + 1, then Ik touches 
(i) xk-1 and xk-2 if ek-1 = 1, 
(ii) xk-1 if ek-1 > 1. 
(B) If rk > rk+ 1 + 1, then Ik touches 
(i) xk-1 if ek = 1, 
(ii) no X} at all, if ek > 1. 
Ifrk-t - 1 > rk> then case (A) does not actually occur: the lowering defined by (A) is not 
a covering, and the corresponding atomic interval Ik does not exist. To make the formulas 
correct, we define Jlk = 0 in this case. Now it is straightforward to check that the recurrence 
defined by (2) agrees exactly with (5), and the proof of Theorem 3.5 is complete. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
A. = {19, 18, 17, 15, 12, 11, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1} 
and 
e = {18, 18, 17, 15, 12, 11, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1} 
In other words, e = A.[l -+ 20]. The following table shows the values of k, r~k, and Jlk, 
calculated recursively using Theorem 3.5: 
i: 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
8 7 5 4 3 2 
0 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 
Thus, by Theorem 3.5, Jl(8, A.) = - 1. 
Theorem 3.5 solves the problem of calculating Jl(8, A.), by giving a recursive algorithm. 
However, as one can express the same result nonrecursively, as we show in the next section. 
This yields 'local' information about Jl in a more transparent way, and also reveals an 
interesting multiplicative structure on &>n. 
4. ANOTHER METHOD OF COMPUTING Jl9• 
By the results of Section 3, all values of Jl9• are obtained by taking products of terms of 
the form Jl(A.[a -+ b], A.). From the proof of Theorem 3.5 it is clear that 
Jl(A.[a -+ b], A.) = Jl(A[1 -+ b - a + 1], 1), (6) 
where X is the partition obtained from A. by 
(i) removing parts A. 1, A2 , ••• , A _0 1 , 
(ii) subtracting A.h from each remaining part. 
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FIGURE 4. 
Figure 4 illustrates this construction. In other words, to compute J.l(A[a --+ b], A.) it suffices 
to assume that a = I and b = m + I, where m is the number of parts of A.. For notational 
convenience, write 
J.l(.A.[l --+ m + 1), A.) = J.l(.A.). 
We will show that J.l(A) can be computed by decomposing A. into special 'pieces', assigning 
a numerical weight to each piece, and, finally, taking the product of all the weights. The 
following terminology is needed to describe this process: 
DEFINITIONS. A flat of length m is a subpartition of A. consisting of all occurrences of 
some part of multiplicity m ~ 2. A dropoff of height d is a part A; such that 
A; - A;+ 1 = d ~ 2. A staircase is a maximal sequence of adjacent parts of A., none ofwhich 
occurs in a flat or a dropoff. 
In other words, the staircases are the connected pieces which remain after the flats and 
dropoffs are removed. If a few conventions are assumed, one obtains a canonical decom­
position of A. into staircases, flat, and dropoffs. Figure 5 illustrates this decomposition for 
the partition 
A. = {14, 13, 12, 10, 9, 8, 8, 8, 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 3, 2, I, 1, I} 
FIGURE 5. 
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It is convenient to represent flats and dropoffs as sequences of cells along the rim of the 
Ferrers diagram of A.. In this way, flats of A. become dropoffs of A.*, and vice-versa. In similar 
fashion, staircases may be represented as subdiagrams along the rim, and these subdia­
grams remain invariant under conjugation. According to our definition, a dropoff can 
follow a flat in two ways, depending on whether or not a part is shared (see Figure 6). 
FIGURE 6. 
In order to distinguish these possibilities (and to make the decomposition canonical), we 
will say that the first pieces are separated by a staircase of length 0, and the second by a 
staircase of length - I. With this convention any pair of adjacent flats or dropoffs is 
separated by a staircase of length 0 or - 1. 
These ideas suggest a notation in which partitions are represented as words in a formal 
language, with alphabet symbols corresponding to staircases, flats, and dropoffs. Let Sk 
denote a staircase with k 'steps', let Fk denote a flat oflength k, and let Dk denote a dropoff 
of height k. Define 
il = {S;Ii = -1, 0, 1, 2, ...} u {Fjlj = 2, 3, ... } u {Dklk = 2, 3, ...}. 
Let A ~ Q* be the language consisting ofall words which contain no subwords of the form 
FF, DD, FD, DF, or SS. Then every partition A. corresponds uniquely to a word Li(.A.) E A. 
For example, if A. is the partition illustrated in Figure 5, then 
Li(.A.) = S2D2S2F3S1F3S0 D2S2F3 
We call Li(.A.) the staircase decomposition of A.. Note that if A.* denotes the conjugate of A., 
then Li(.A.*) is obtained from A. by changing all the Ds to Fs, and vice-versa, and reversing 
the order of the letters. In general, 
number of parts of A., 
~>+I1+Ik largest part of A.. 
S1 Fj Dk 
DEFINITION. Let S be a staircase which occurs in Li(.A.). Then Sis called convex if it is 
preceded by an F and followed by a D, concave if its is preceded by a D and followed by 
an F, and regular otherwise. For purposes of this definition, assume that initial staircases 
are preceded by dropoffs, and terminal staircases are followed by dropoffs. 
We can now state the main result: 
4.1. THEOREM. Let A. be a partition of n, with staircase decomposition 
Li(.A.) = n x~, 
~ 
where X~ denotes a letter in the alphabet D. Then 
Jl(.A.) = 0 w(X,), 
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where w is a weight function defined as follows: 
if S; is regular,{ w(i), 
(1) w(S;) -w(i- I), if S; is convex, 
-w(i - 2), if S; is concave, 
(2) w(}j) -1, 
(3) w(Dk) -I. 
Here w is the function defined in Corollary 2.3, namely 
I, i =0 mod 3, 
w(i) 0, i =I mod 3, 
{ 
-1, i =2 mod 3. 
Figure 7 illustrates the four possible types of staircases, and the corresponding values of 
w for each. 
-w{i-1)F I F 
s 
D 
Regular Convex 
D Dw (i) -w(i-2) 
s s 
D 
Regular Concave 
FIGURE 7. 
EXAMPLE. If A is the partition in Figure 5, then 
L1(A.) = SzDzSzF3S,F3SoDzSzF3 
and 
.u(A.) = (-I)( -I)( -I)( -1)(0)( -I)(+ I)(- I)( -I)(-I) = 0. 
It is possible to prove Theorem 4.1 directly from the recursion in Lemma 3.5, by checking 
that the two statements agree in all possible cases. However we prefer to give an indepen­
dent proof, in which the arguments are easier to visualize. The proof is based on a sequence 
of lemmas. 
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4.2. LEMMA. Suppose() = A.[ I -+ m + 1]. LetS = {i1, i2, ••• , id be the set of indices 
i such that a < i < band A;_ 1 > A; + 1, that is, S consists of the indices between a and b 
which follow the dropoffs. Write i0 = 1 and ik+ 1 = m + 1,. Then 
k () 1\ A.[i. -+ ia+d, 
a~o 
if all of the lowerings are valid, and 
k 
,u(A.) = ,u((), A.) n .u(A.[i. -+ i.+, ], A.), 
a~o 
where ,u(A.[i. -+ i•+ d, A.) is interpreted as zero if the lowering is not valid. 
PRooF. If a lowering A.[i. -+ i.+ d is not valid (i.e. if A;. = A;.+ 1), it is easy to check that 
()is not a meet of coatoms in the interval [(), A.], hence ,u(A.) = 0. If alllowerings are valid, 
intervals satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3.4, and the lemma follows immediately. 
Lemma 4.2 says that the computation of ,u(A.) can be broken up into similar computations 
for pieces which have no 'internal' dropoffs, i.e. adjacent parts differ by at most 1. For 
example, the diagram of figure 8 decomposes into that of Figure 9. 
m+l 
FIGURE 8. 
The next lemma allows us to decompose these parts even further: 
4.3. LEMMA. Suppose A = {A- 1, A-2 , ••• , Am}, and Am > 1. Then 
,u(A.) = - .u(X) 
where X is the partition obtained from A by subtracting Am from each part (see Figure 10). 
PRooF. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.4, if we note that 
A.[I -+ m + 1] = A.[I -+ m] A A.[m -+ m + I] 
and then compute ,u(A.[l -+ m], A.) using the reduction to X in (6). 
Thus for example in the decomposition represented by Figure 9, each piece ending in a 
dropoff contributes a factor of - I and a factor of ,u(X), where X is represente.d by a 
subdiagram with no dropoffs at all. Notice that we accumulate a factor of -I for each 
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FIGURE 10. 
dropoff D1 in the original partition A.. Next consider the pieces X which remain
. If they 
have flats, the next two lemmas allow us to get rid of them, by conjugating and using 
Lemma 4.2 again. 
4.4. LEMMA. If A. has m parts, then 
Jl(A.) = Jl(A.[1 --+ m + 1], A.) = Jl(A.*, A.[1 --+ m + 1]*) Jl(A.[l --+ m + 1]*) 
PRooF. This follows immediately from the fact that conjugation is a dual isomorphism 
of&~•. 
Note that A.[1 --+ m + 1]* is obtained by removing the 'top' cell of A., adding a new cell 
to the right of A., and conjugating. Notice also that A.[1 --+ m + 1]* always terminates with 
a dropoff. 
Suppose A. is a partition without dropoffs, i.e. the staircase decomposition has4.5. LEMMA. 
the form 
L1(A.) = s.tFPt s.zFPz ... s.K-l FPK-l s.K. 
where S0 may occur, and S_ 1 is permitted as the last term. Then 
K 
Jl(A) = (-1)K-l n W;, 
i=l 
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where 
- Jl(S. -2), i = 1, 
wi = Jl(S.:), 2 ~ i ~ K- 1, 
{ 
- Jl(S.,-I ), i = K. 
PRooF. By Lemma 4.4, we have Jl(A) = Jl(A[l --+ m + 1]*), and the staircase decom­
position of A.[l --+ m + 1]* is 
Ll(A.[l --+ m + 1]*) = UDPK-! s.K-! ... s.2Dp! V, 
where 
and 
v = S,1_ 2D2 • 
This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 11. 
s.. 1-2 
s ... 
FIGURE 11. 
The Dps contribute a factor of -1 each, and the result now follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.3. (A separate argument is required when S0 or S 1 occurs at the beginning, or when S0 or 
S_ 1 occurs at the end. The details are straightforward and are omitted here.) 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need to compute the value of Jl(A) when A. is 
equal to a staircase Sk. This value can be computed easily using Corollary 2.3, since the 
appropriate lattice 2'[0, A.] is generated by intervals of length two. However, we will give 
another argument, based on the ideas just introduced. 
4.6. LEMMA. 
1, 0, -1, 
and for any k ~ 3, 
PRooF. Suppose k ~ 3 and A. = Sk. By Lemma 4.4, we can write 
Jl(A) = Jl(A.[l --+ k + 1]*). 
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But 
.1(2[1 --+ k + 1]*) = D2 Sk_ 3D2 , 
and the result follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
Combining Lemmas 4.2-4.6, and observing that w(i) = Jl(S;), we have a proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
4.7. CoROLLARY. If A. is any partition, Jl(A) = 0 if and only if .1(2) contains a subword 
of one of the following types: 
DSkD, k = 1, 4, 7, 10, ... ' 
FSkF, k = 1, 4, 7, 10, ... ' 
DSkF, k = 0, 3, 6, 9, ... ' 
FSkD, k = - 1' 2, 5, 8, ... ' 
where initial S/s are assumed to be preceded by aD, and terminal Sk's are assumed to be 
followed by a D. 
5. LATTICES OF MULTISETS 
In this section, we consider the extension of some of the results in Section 2 to lattices 
of multisets. We are partially motivated by the work of Andrews [1], Cohen [4], [5], and 
Remmel [10], who have studied the use of sieve methods to enumerate partitions with 
certain multisets of parts excluded. The problem is most easily described as follows: 
Let .A denote a collection ofmultisets S of positive integers. Let !l'(.A) denote the lattice 
generated by .A, under multiset union. If n is a positive integer, let p(n, .A) denote the 
number of partitions of n which contain none of the multisets in .A as subpartitions. For 
example, if 
.A= {1 2 ,12,22,23,Y,34, ... ,} (7) 
then p(n, .A) equals the number of partitions of n such that A; - A.i+ 1 ~ 2 for all i. These 
partitions constitute one of the four families enumerated by the famous Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities (see [1]). 
A standard Mobius inversion argument (see [5]) yields the formula 
p(n, .A) = L Jl( ([>, X)p(n - lXI), (8) 
Xe!i'(Jt) 
where lXI denotes the sum of all of the parts in X (with multiplicities), and p(n) is the total 
number of partitions of n. This in turn can be written 
p(n, .A) = L c(k)p(n - k), 
k 
where 
c(k) = L Jl( (/), X). 
IXI~k 
It is of considerable interest to calculate the coefficients c(k) for a particular .A. Unfor­
tunately the problem is usually quite hard, and includes many difficult classical results (see 
[1], chapters 7, 8 and 9). It turns out, however, that the coefficients in (7) are often easier 
to compute. For example, Cohen [3] observed that when .A is defined as in (7), the values 
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of Jl( (/), X) in (8) are always ± 1, 0. We will show that this observation holds for several 
large classes of multiset families, each of which includes (7) as a special case. The key idea 
is based on the methods of section 2 in particular, the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let L be a finite lattice, and let s1 , s2 , •••• , sn be atoms of L such that 
Vs; = 1. For each k define 
Suppose that for each k, x v sk = xk implies x = xj for some j ~ k. Then 
JiL(O, 1) E {± 1, 0}. 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.1. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let vii be a collection of multisets ofpositive integers, each of which is 
either 
(a) an interval (in which no element is repeated more than once), or 
(b) a repeated singleton. 
Then !£'(vii) is totally unimodular, i.e. the values off.iL(X, Y) are ± 1, Ofor all X, Y E !£'(vii). 
5.3. THEOREM. Let vii be a family of multisets, each of which has the form 
ia(i + It, 
for some integers a, b ~ 0. Then !£'(vii) is totally unimodular. 
PRooF. Theorem 5.2 and 5.3 are proved in a similar manner. First observe that intervals 
{XIA £: X £: B}. in !£'(vii) are of the form !£'(vii') for similar vii', so it suffices to prove 
that f.l($, X) = ±I, 0 for all X E !£'(vii). Order the atoms of !£'(vii) in reverse lexicographic 
order, that is, S; comes before~ if the smallest element with a different multiplicity appears 
with greater multiplicity in S;. It is now straightforward to check that the conditions of 
Lemma 5.1 are satisfied, and both theorems follow. 
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